
Lani
Sticky Note
This paper attempts to show the goal of IPI is "to develop an educational program which is maximally adaptive to the requirements of the individual" but it is not a success with Benny.  It does show that the disadvantages of IPI Math for Benny arise from its behaviorist approach to math, its concept of individualization, and its mode of instruction.



Lani
Sticky Note
We see from examples that for Benny a decimal is formed by fitting together symbols - two or more digits and a point - into a patter of the form a, bc ....(where a, b and c stand for digits).  Converting a fraction to a decimal gives a unique answer (3/2 = 5) but converting a decimal (.5) to a fraction leads to any answer from a set of number pairs whose sum is the required digit, for .5 (solution set: 3/2, 2/3, 1/4, 4/1 .....)

Lani
Sticky Note
Addition and Multiplication of Decimals:  In operations with decimals Benny works with the digits as whole numbers first.  Then he decides on the placement of the decimal point from the total number of decimal places in the problem.  .3 + .7 = .07:  7.48 - 7 = 7.41:  .2 x .3 x .4 = ..024



Lani
Sticky Note
Addition of Fractions:  Benny believed there were rules for different types of fractions. Addition rules depended on the denominators of the fractions.  a/b + c/b = (a+c)/b:  a/b + c/d = (a+c)/(b+d);  a/b + c/c = (a+b)/c.   Fractions are just symbols added according to certain rules.  This concept led to errors that were not consistent.

Lani
Sticky Note
Mastery and Understanding in IPI:
Advocates Claim:  "unique features are its sequentially ordered instructional objectives and its testing program"

Lindvall and Cox (1970):  p86: "assumption: pupils will make progrss in individualized learning most effectiely if they go through sequences of objectives in an orderly fashion (using hierarchical order) so that each lesson requires knowledge from previous lessons.
In favor of IPI testing:  Effective technology of instruction relies on effective measurement assessment for proficiency in the beginning, middle and end of the educational process.  Proficiency level established at 80-85% for all tests in the program.  

Research for Better Schools, Inc., and The Learning Research and Development Centre:  Objectives should show tell exactly what an average student is able to do to demonstrate mastery of a given content and skill.  

Making progress in IPI:  May not indicate an understanding, as show by  mastery of content and skill.  A focus on instructional objectives and assessment procedures alone may not guarantee an appropriate learning experience for some students.  Benny developed consistent methods for different operations and could explain and justify his reasons.  



Lani
Sticky Note
The Role Conflict of the IPI Teacher:IPI requires frequent personal conferences between student and teacher, but the basic goal of IPI is pupil independence, self-direction, and self-study.  Big Conflict here!  Benny has been involved in IPI since grade 2 and does work independently without discussing his work or what he has learned with teachers or peers. He has developed his own view, rules and answers.  Well behaved.  



Lani
Sticky Note
Most of IPI is very programmed.  Questions require filling in blanks or selecting the right answer.  Emphasis is placed on answers, not the mathematical process involved.  Benny understands this and knows the key determines his rate of progress (80% needed) and that they key has only one right answer even though an answer can be expressed in multiple ways.  As a result, he believes all his answers are correct "no matter what the key says".

Lani
Sticky Note
More conflict for teachers in IPI classrooms.  Decreased opportunity for discussions between teachers and students, presents a lack of understanding (for the teacher) of what the student's capabilities and understandings of math.



Lani
Sticky Note
Mathematical operations are simply rules that are necessary in order to get the answer correct. Benny believes that even with these rules answers can be expressed in different ways, which leads him to believe that answers work like" magic because really they're just different answers which we think are different, but really they're the same".  He believes rules are universal and cannot be changed.  His purpose in math is to discover the rules and use them to solve problems.  He does not believe math to be a rational and logical subject that students should learn to reason, analyze, seek relationships, make generalizations, and verify answers.  



Lani
Sticky Note
Benny is unaware of the relationships and principles that guide the rules of math.  He feels the rules show patterns, but he does demonstrate frustration with the rules, because many of his answers are incorrect. His goal is to find the answers which agree with the key.

Lani
Sticky Note
Benny has developed an inflexible, rule-oriented attitude toward mathematics.  It simply consists of many rules for different kinds of problems.  He has learned math independently and knows that he can only make progress by completing the assessments provided by his teacher.   The real objectives of math defined in behavioral terms, important educational outcomes, learning how to think mathematically, appreciate the power and beauty of math and developing mathematical intuition, are excluded in this type of program.  



Lani
Sticky Note
Communication in math is important!  Teachers need to be able to help students develop reasonable ideas and attitudes toward math, but should provide independent discovery opportunities for the student to discover patterns, relationships, generalizations and the beauty and power of math.  The teacher needs to be able to encourage and assist the student and be able to inquire the student so that they may assist the pupil to further understand math.

Lani
Sticky Note
It was difficult to undo his independent ideas about math.  Remedial work began over a period of 8 weeks.  He was interviewed after 5 weeks and Benny still emphasized rules instead of reasons in his work with fractions.  



Lani
Sticky Note
No manipulative material is used in IPI, because of its emphasis on independent study.  Through some of the re mediation approaches, Benny is beginning to realize that learning math is not just applying rules to problems to get the right answer.

Lani
Sticky Note
Weaknesses in the IPI program:  At first he appeared to be making good progress in math but it was discovered later that he had some inconsistencies in his understanding of math rules.  

Lani
Sticky Note
IPI has a behaviorist approach rewarding correct answers only without regard to how they are obtained.
Pupils learn in an independent environment without discussion or confirmation from the teacher.  Assessments provide progress only if they are 80% correct.

Lani
Sticky Note
Independent study by pupil and programmed mode of instruction discourages enrichment material and develops a rigid rule oriented attitude toward math with rules that are considered "magic".

Lani
Sticky Note
Less awareness of algebraic operations than on awareness of patterns.  Brings about Piaget's theory.  Suggests that the cognitive structures believed to be essential to development of the concept of number in out-of-school thinking may have been used differently in school to assimilate patterns of marks on papers and their the goal of getting high marks on math tests.  






